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ABSTRACT 
Let x be a multiplicative character of a finite field IF,. We study by an algebro-geometric method the 
finite Fourier transforms of x(detx), where x runs over the square matrices over IF, (untwisted 
case), or the Hermitian matrices (twisted case). We take up these examples as a first step to develop 
Intersection Cohomology Method in the theory of prehomogeneous vector spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Let [F, be a finite field of characteristic p, 6 its (fixed) algebraic closure, 
V, = v,” := M,(&), and (‘u”,v) := trace(v”v) for V” E V,” and v E V,. Regard 
V,” as the dual space of V, by this pairing ( ). Let f = f” := det. Fix 1 # $ E 
Hom(lF,, C”). Define the finite Fourier transform F(cp) of a function ‘p : 
V,+Cby 
wf4w := ugv cpwfw~ 4). 
n 
Here V, denotes the set of IF,-rational points of V, with respect to some 
[F,-structure. (Here and below, we follow Convention below.) Then V, can be 
and will be identified with 
(1.1.1) A4,(lFB) (untwisted case), or 
(1.1.2) { (xij) E Mn(lFqz) 1 xii = X; for 1 5 i, j < H} (twisted case). 
We shall describe F(x(f))(~“) explicitly for all x E Hom(lF,X, C”), all U” E V,” 
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and all IF,. (Here we understand x as a function IF, -+ @ by putting x(O) := 0. 
Cf. Convention.) 
1.2. Motivation. In [4], we have studied a similar problem in a more general 
setting. Namely, we have taken up a relative invariant f of a prehomogeneous 
vector space (G, V) with reductive G in general, where G, Y and f are assumed 
to be obtained by the ‘reduction modulo p’ from the corresponding ones de- 
fined over an algebraic number field. And we have described F(x(f ))(u”) ex- 
plicitly under the assumptions that char IF, > 0 and V” E V”\ f “- l(O), where 
f ” is a relative invariant on the dual space V” such that f 8 f ” is an absolute 
G-invariant. As the next step, I want to consider the following problems. 
Problem A. Remove the assumption on the characteristic of the base field. 
Problem B. Describe the Fourier transform F(x( f )) on the whole V”, includ- 
ing f “-l(O). 
I am interested in studying these problems from algebro-geometric viewpoint. 
Therefore I want to consider the following geometric counterpart of Problem B 
in the same time. 
Problem Bt. Describe the Deligne-Fourier transform F(j!f *L,[dim V]) on 
the whole V”, wherej : V\f-‘(0) -+ V is the inclusion mapping and L, is the 
Kummer torsor associated to x. In particular, study its composition factors (in 
the category of perverse sheaves). 
Note that, even in the case where V\ f -l(O) is a single G-orbit, the relatively 
G( If,)-invariant functions on ( V\ f -’ (0)) ([F,) are not necessarily exhausted by 
the functions x(f (x)). (F or example, non-equivalent binary cubic forms of the 
same discriminant can not be separated by this kind of functions.) Thus more 
general functions come into our study. 
Problem C. Consider smooth a-sheaves on V\ f -l(O), and their Frobenius 
traces. In particular, study their Fourier transforms. 
Roughly speaking, as the smooth a-sheaves in Problem C, I have in mind 
those obtained by the ‘reduction modulo p’ from those over the original alge- 
braic number field. 
In the present paper, we develop a general machinery to study Problem B and 
its geometric counterpart, taking up the above example. We shall consider 
Problem A in the same time. In the subsequent paper [7], we will take up the 
prehomogeneous vector spaces associated to Hermitian symmetric spaces, and 
will show that the method developed in the present paper works also in these 
cases. 
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1.3. Generic characters. Generally but roughly speaking, the I-adic perverse 
sheaf corresponding to F(x(f)) can be explicitly described on an open set of 
V”, say V”\S”, and if x is ‘generic’, then it vanishes on S” (or rather we would 
say that x is generic if such vanishing occurs). In order to make explicit this 
statement, there remains something still yet to be done, but we have fairly sat- 
isfactory results if we assume some mild restrictions. For example, if the char- 
acteristic of the base field is large enough, we have a definite result [4]. Another 
result is given in [S], where the case of small characteristic is not excluded, but 
some drawback remains. 
In the case of the example in (l.l), x is ‘generic’ if and only if it is non-trivial, 
and we have the next theorem, which can be in fact proved also by an elemen- 
tary method. See [17, 4.21. (The method of [17] works more generally for pre- 
homogeneous vector spaces associated to Hermitian symmetric spaces, but it 
does not seem to work in the general setting.) 
Theorem. If x is a non-trivial character, we have 
(1.3.1) q~@‘m~ nx(fw) = rln. ~Z(f"W) 
with 
(untwisted case), 
Here g(x) := x(x)-’ (x # 0), = 0 (x = 0). 
Because the present example is within the scope of the method of [8], we do not 
discuss the case of generic characters any more in the present paper. 
1.4. Singular characters. Now let us consider the case of ‘singular’ x’s. For the 
example of (l.l), it means the case where x is the trivial character ~0. In this 
case, it is natural to consider the following functions along with x0( f ). Put 
V,,, = Kyr := {U E M,,(q) 1 rank(w) = r}, 
” and let (P,,,~ = ‘P,,~ be the characteristic function of V,, r = x,y, i.e., the function 
which is 3 1 on V,,,, and z 0 on the outside. (Here I’,., = V,,,(IF,). Cf. Con- 
vention.) Then x0(f) = (P,,~, and we study 3((p,,,) for all 0 5 r 5 n in the same 
time. In order to state the next theorem, we need the following notation. For 
i,j E ZOO. put 
[il, := (qi - l)/(q - 11, 
PI,! = PI, PI,. . . II,, 
i [I 1 [i],!/[ j],![i -j],!, j,= 0, if i 2 j, if i < j. 
1.5. Theorem. Let V,, r and v,,, r be as in (1.4), andput 
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E = +l (untwisted case), 
{ -1 (twisted case), 
[:I,, [Al,, ... KL, 
(1.5.1) An(q) := ; ([I) = ( 0 N,, ... [;I,, q Oli,jln I I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
0 . . . [II,, ) 
Then 
/ 
(1.5.2) < 
~‘(cpn,n) 
i4 3((Pn, 1) 3((Pn,o) 
= k&?-1 
i 
4q)n 
1 
\ 0 
EyEq)2n 
E”(Eq)nZ 
I An (4) \ 
In terms of 
1. 
this formula can be also expressed as 
(1.5.4) F(X,,,) = Er(n-r)qnrX,,n_r. 
This theorem can be also obtained by an elementary argument. See [18]. How- 
ever, by the same reason explained in (1.3), we seek for an alternative method. 
1.6. Remark. Note that 
(1.6.1) A,(q)-’ = 
( 
(-1 
and hence (1.5.2) can be made more explicit. For example, an elementary cal- 
culation using (1.52) and (1.5.3) yields 
.VxO(f))(en,J = %bJ(en,J 
(1.6.2) 
ii 
(-l)“q’i’(l - q)(l-42). . . (1-q” = 
(-l)“(-q)(?l+(-q))(l+(-q)2)~ 
where 
e n,s - - diag( u,u). 
s n-s 
-8 1 (untwisted case), 
. (l+(-q)n-S) (twisted case), 
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This formula in the untwisted case was obtained in an elementary fashion by 
T.A. Springer around 1972 (unpublished). We shall give a geometric proof for 
this formula in 54. 
1.7. Intersection cohomology complex L,,,. Let us explain the geometric 
meaning of the functions X,,, defined by (1.5.3). Let L,,, be the intersection 
cohomology complex of the Zariski closure v,,, of V,,, c V, [l], extended by 
zero to the whole V,. Here we are working in the derived category of etale 
U&-sheaves on the [F,-variety V,, where 1 is a prime, #p. (In particular, 
L n. r I v.,, = a[dim V,, r] .) Denote by Lj;‘. r the same complex if it is considered as a 
complex on V,“. 
1.8. Theorem. (1) With a suitable [Fq-structure on L,, r, 
trace(Frob,, (L,,r)v) = (-l)di”K~rXn,r(~~) (dim V,,, = n2 - (n - r)‘) 
for all v E Vn, where Frob, denotes the geometric Frobenius over [F,. 
(2) Forgetting the E,-structure, we have .T(L,,,) Y LE,. +, where 3denotes the 
Deligne-Fourier transformation [lo]. 
1.9. Outline of the proof. The proof of these theorems goes as follows. First in 
(3.1), we prove (1,8, (1)) by constructing a small resolution [19]. Next in (3.2), we 
prove that 3(&, r) 2 L& _ ,+) with some permutation c of (0, 1, . . , , n}, based 
on [4]. Third in (3.3), we prove (1.8, (2)) assuming char [F, > 0. The argument 
starts with a microlocal analysis. We proceed to the positive characteristic case 
via the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence and then via the ‘reduction modulo 
p’. Fourth in (3.4), improving (3.3) we get (1.8, (2)) for all IF,. Last in (3.5) and 
(3.6), we complete the proof of (1.5) based on (1.8). 
1.10. Convention. (1) We shall denote a variety by a boldfaced letter. If it is 
defined over [F,, the set of its F,-rational points is denoted by the same light- 
faced letter. For example, V, = V,(lFq). 
(2) We often need to consider the same object as an object associated to V, 
and to V,“. (Recall that V, = V,“.) If an object, say X, is defined as an object 
associated to V,, and if we need to regard X as an object associated to V,“. then 
we shall clarify this fact by adding ” if necessary, e.g., Xv. 
(3) A multiplicative character X : lFi + @” is always extended to a function 
X : IF, -+ @by X(O) := 0. 
(4) We follow [l] concerning the shift appearing in the definition of the per- 
verse sheaves. The de Rham functor is normalized so that D-modules and per- 
verse sheaves correspond. 
(5) We use the same notation 3 for the finite Fourier transformation (cf. 
(2.1)) and the Deligne-Fourier transformation [lo]. The author hopes no con- 
fusion occurs, since they are applied to totally different kind of objects. 
1.11. Notation. For a set X, #X denotes its cardinality. For a field K, M,(K) 
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denotes the space of n x n-matrices over K, and G&(K) denotes the group of 
invertible elements of M,(K). As usual C, B, IF, and 5 denote the complex 
number field, the rational integer ring, a finite field with q elements, and a 
(fixed) algebraic closure of IF,, respectively. 
I would like to thank T.A. Springer for his comments. 
2. REVIEW OF FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORMATION 
2.1. Definition. Let Y and Vv be finite dimensional If,-vector spaces, and ( ) a 
non-degenerate pairing between them, by which we consider I’” as the dual 
space of V. Take 1 # 1c, E Hom([F,, C”). For a function ‘p : V -+ @, its Fourier 
transform F(p) : V” -+ C is defined by 
2.2. For a E IF;, define qn] : V + 6: by qa](w) := cp(aw). Then 
(22.1) WP)[,] = Wf$+])> 
(2.2.2) 3(T((p)) = #V. P[-11. 
2.3. Convolution. For two functions pi : V -+ C (i = 1,2), define their con- 
volution cpi * ‘p2 : V + @ by 
(Pi * (P2Hv) := 21, x_ (P1wP2w 
vl+tQ=u 
Then 
(2.3.1) F(R) * F(p2) = #V. ~-‘(PI(P~) and F(cpl * 92) = F’(PlJn’p2). 
2.4. S-Function. For avector subspace W c V, put W’I := {u” E V” 1 (v”, w) = 
0 for all w E W}, and let w (resp. w’) be the characteristic function of W (resp. 
W’). Then 
(2.4.1) J=(W) = #W. w’. 
If W = 0, we write 6 (resp. 1) for w (resp. w’). 
2.5. L2-Inner product. For two functions pi : V ---f @ (i = 1,2), define their in- 
ner product by (PI, ~2) y = C, E v (~1 (v) a (4 Then 
(2.5.1) ~-m~,.w’~~)~_~~)~~ = w (cP~,‘Pz)~. 
2.6. Group action. Assume that a group G acts on V and V” so that (gv”, gu) = 
(zI”, w) for all g E G, w E V and w” E V”. For a function cp : V -+ @ and g E G, 
define (pg : V + @ by (pg(v) := cp(gv) for all g E G and w E V. Then 
(2.6.1) F(‘pg) = F(P),. 
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In particular. if we denote by Cc(V) the totality of functions cp : V -+ C such 
that (pR = cp for all g E G, then 
(2.6.2) F : CG(V) 5 C’(V”). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 
3.1. A small resolution of ii n,r; proof of (1.8, (1)). For any field K and for any 
K-vector space U, let Grass,(U) denote the totality of the r-dimensional vector 
subspaces of U. Assume that K is algebraically closed and dimK U < m. Then 
Grass,(U) has a natural structure of an algebraic variety. Put 
(3.1.1) ? - 
( 
:- {A E M,(K) 1 rank(A) = r}, 
V,,, := {(A, U) E M,(K) x Grass,_,(K”) 1 Au = 0 for all u E U}, 
and let pn,r : &r + M,(K) be the first projection. Since v,,, is a vector bundle 
over Grass, _ ,(K “), it is non-singular. Since 
(3.1.2) p,:(A) = Grass,_,(kerA) for A E M,(K), 
we can see that P,,~( v,,,) = V,,+ and pn.r : v,,r -+ V’,, gives a resolution of sin- 
gularities. Moreover, if A E V,,,Y c v,.,, then 
(3.1.3) 
(dim V,,, -dim V,,,) - 2dimp,$(A) 
= ((n - s)2 - (n - r)2) - 2(” - T)(T - s) = (Y - s)2. 
Hence it gives a small resolution [19], and we have 
(3.1.4) R(p,,,),Q[dim V,,,] = L., (= intersection cohomology complex), 
if the base field is 5. Then (1.8, (1)) in the untwisted case follows immediately. 
In the twisted case, (1.8 (1)) is proved in [7, 3.5.21. q 
3.1.5. Remark. In the remainder of this paper, the [F,-structure of L,,, is always 
assumed to be so chosen that the equality in (1.8, (1)) holds. 
3.1.6. Remark. When GL,(C) naturally acts on the space of symmetric ma- 
trices, the Zariski closure of the (unique) orbit of codimension one does not 
have a small resolution [15]. Thus the above argument is not general enough, 
but the subsequent argument works in a considerably general setting. Therefore 
I think the crux of Problem Bt is the analysis of intersection cohomology 
complexes. 
3.2. Proof of (1.8, (2)); first step. In the untwisted case, (1.5.3) (= the definition 
of A,,,) and (1.6.1) yield 
(1) (-1)“pn.n =,cO (-l)“-jq(i’X,,,_j. 
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Hence in the Grothendieck group of I-adic perverse sheaves on V,, F,, we have 
(2) 
n 
{j!r[n21) = c (4 (“I’) (8 L,,,}, 
r=O 
cf. [12, (1.1.2)]. Here { } is the element in the Grothendieck group, [ ] is the di- 
mension shift, j : V,,, + V, is the inclusion mapping, and we have denoted by, 
say c, a constant sheaf of rank 1 on which the geometric Frobenius Frob, acts as 
a multiplication by c( E a). Considering the Verdier duality, we get from (2) 
(3) {q-n* @ Rj,v$&[n2]} = r$o {q-“*+(“-‘)*-G) @J LL,,}. 
See Convention (2) for “. A pplying [4, 5.2.3.21 to the present situation, we get 
(4) ~(jJQz2]) = ,(;I @ Rj”a$2]. * 
Here and below, until the end of (3.3), we always assume that char IF, z+ 0, but 
this assumption will be removed in (3.4). Now from (2)-(4), we get 
(5) 
Hence 
(6) 6;‘) 63 F(L,,,) N q+)*+(W:‘)) @L;,,_,(,) 
with some permutation (T of (0, 1, . . . , n}. We should prove that 0 is the identity 
permutation. 
3.3. Proof of (1.8, (2)); second step. Under the assumption that char(lF,) > 0, 
our problem is equivalent o its C-analogue. See the argument in the proof of [4, 
3.5.31. Therefore in this paragraph we regard that varieties are defined over @, 
L,,, is a perverse sheaf on Vn,a: etc. Let D, (resp. D,V) denote the Weyl algebra 
@[Xi) . . . ,Xn2,a/aX1,. . . , a/8x,2], where {xi}i is a linear coordinate system of 
V, (resp. V,“). (We sometimes write D for D, or D,V.) Let C,,, denote the regular 
holonomic D,-module whose de Rham complex is L,,, [9], [14]. Define Ll,r 
following Convention (2). By the compatibility of various Fourier transforma- 
tions with the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence and with ‘the reduction 
modulo p’ [4,3.5.3], it suffices to prove that F(,&) = L&,, where 3 denotes 
the Fourier transformation of D-modules. (Cf. [5, 2.71 for this Fourier trans- 
formation. Roughly, it is an exchange of Xj and a/ax,.) In [6,4.7, (5)], a relation 
between the ‘weight filtration’ of M, := D[s]f”/(s - a) D[s]fS and the local 
b-functions is given. Together with the explicit form of the local b-functions 
given in [ll, 2-l], we can see that, if (Y E Z and LL < 0, then M, has II + 1 com- 
position factors, say {Cl, r}. < r < n, and their characteristic varieties ch(Li,,) are 
the conormal bundles of V,,, (C V,), which we shall denote by A,,,. Let j : 
Kn + V, be the inclusion mapping. The the de Rham complex of M, 
(a E Z, LY < 0) is Rj,C[dim I$]. (Cf. [5, 3.231.) Hence {Ln,r}O<r<n are also the 
totality of composition factors of M, by (3.2, (3)). Thus as unordered sets, 
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G.rh<r<n = {G,JO+<n up to isomorphism. Then considering the support, 
we can see that 
(3.3.1) ch(LC,,,) = A,,,. 
By [ll, 2-l] again, A,,, can be naturally identified with the conormal bundle of 
V&M (c KY> via the natural identification of the conormal bundles of V, and 
V,” with V, x V,“. Hence 
(3.3.2) ch(L;,,_,) = A,.,. 
Then by [.5,2.7.2], we can see that 
(3.3.3) F(C,,,) 21 Cy,,_,, i.e., 
(3.3.4) F(L,,) = L,“,,,_, without F,-structure, if char F, >> 0. (Here we 
come back to the base field 5.) 
Using (1.8 (1)) we can see that these assertions are also equivalent to the fol- 
lowing. 
(3.3.5) F(X,,,) = c,,~A~,,_, with some c,., E rC” if charF, >> 0. 
3.3.6. Remark. The assumption ‘char F, > 0’ in (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) will be re- 
moved in the next paragraph. So, when we refer to these assertions after (3.4) 
we understand this assumption is already removed. 
3.4. Proof of (1.8, (2)); final step. The purpose of this paragraph is to remove 
from (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) the assumption on char(F,). Since (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) are 
equivalent and since (3.3.4) is independent of the F,-structure, it suffices to 
consider the untwisted case. (Cf. (1.1 .l).) Thus V, = <” = M,( IF,) throughout 
in (3.4). Put 
(3.4.1) N,,,Y I= {(Xij)t <i,jsn E A4,([F4) 1 Xij = 0 for j > .Y}. 
(3.4.2) vn,.y := the characteristic function of N,s,Y. 
Then 
(3.4.3) I NL := {?I” E v,” I( n’s = {(y..) u”, el) = 0 for all ‘u E N,,,} ‘J 1 sr.,ln E M~(EcJ) 1 Yij = 0 for i 5 S). 
Put 
(3.4.4) n,s .- vL the characteristic function of Nnf, 
Since I& n N,,, (r < s) is GL,(ff,) x GL,(F,)-homogeneous, it is easy to cal- 
culate its cardinality, and we can show successively the existence of poly- 
nomials fn. r. $, fnl;, $, g,, r. X3 s&. s1 h,,, and hy,r with Z-coefficients, which depend 
only on n, r and s, and such that 
(3.4.5) #(v,,, n N,,,) =fn,r,s(q), 
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(3.44 we-l,“, f- $,) =fntr,s(4), 
(3.4.7) (A n,r, %,s)v, = &z,r,s(q), 
(3.4.8) (%,.-,??&V = &,s(4)> 
(3.4.9) &,r, l)y, = h,,(q), 
(3.4.10) (%,n-r&v = hi,,(q). 
(As is easily seen, for example, gk,,, = g,,,, _ T,n _$, but little information about 
the explicit form of these polynomials is used.) We have 
(Wn,r)J(WK~ = #v,. On,,, 1)~ by (23.1) 
(3.4.11) 
= #K . h,,(q). 
On the other hand, if char IF, >> 0, we have 
1 
(F(&,,),~(~))Kv = c,,, .#V,. (A~,,_,,S)KV by (2.4.1) and (3.35) 
(3.4.12) 
= Gil>, . #K . h&(q). 
Comparing (3.4.11) and (3.4.12) we get 
(3.4.13) c,,, = h,,,(q)/h&(q), if char[F, >> 0. 
(Note that h&(q) = [:I, # 0. Cf. (1.5.3).) In particular, we have 
(3.4.14) K,,(q).%V) - kV(qPV,,,_,,r&v,v = 0 
for all 0 I s I n, if char IF, > 0. The left member of (3.4.14) is equal to 
(3.4.15) 
{ 
h~,~(4)(#N,,,)-1(~(X,,r),~(v,,,))~v - hn,r(4)g&,s(4)r by (2.4.1) 
= h~,~(q)(#N,,,)-l(#Vn)g~,l,S(q) -k&k&(4), by (2.5.1). 
(Here we do not assume that char IF, >> 0.) The right member of (3.4.15) is a 
polynomial in q which depends only on n, r and S, and by (3.4.14), it vanishes 
whenever char IF, >> 0. Hence it vanishes identically, i.e., (3.4.14) holds for all 
IF,. Therefore it suffices to prove, for any function t E CG(Kv) (cf. (2.6)), the 
implication 
(3.4.16) ‘([, v~~)~v = 0 for all 0 < s 5 n’ ==+ ‘< = 0’ 
For any function ‘p : K” -+ @, define (Pi E CG(Kv) by ‘pG(uV) := (#G)-’ x 
c,,G cp(gv”) for all w” E xv. Then for any < E CG( K”), we have 
(3.4.17) KY cP)v,v = (5,cPG)Y,V. 
Considering the support, we can show that 
(3.4.18) U$J)G1OIS<n forms a linear basis of CG( K”). 
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Now (3.4.16) follows from (3.4.17) and (3.4.18), and we have succeeded to re- 
move the assumption ‘char [F, > 0’ from (3.3.4) and (3.35). 0 
3.5. Proof of (1.5); first step. In (3.5) and (3.6), we need to work with the twisted 
and the untwisted cases in the same time. If we need to distinguish them, we 
add the suffix + (resp. -) to a symbol if it is associated to the untwisted (resp. 
twisted) case. By (3.4.14) and (3.4.16) we have obtained 
Hence (3.3.5) holds without the assumption ‘char IF, > 0’, and we have 
(3.5.2) 3-(X,,,-) = cn,r,-A”,,,-,,_ 
with some c,. r, _ E C’. Then the argument which deduces (3.4.13) from (3.4.11) 
and (3.4.12) works in the twisted case as well, and we get 
where h,, r, _ and hi, r~ _ are defined by the same formulas as (3.4.9) and (3.4.10) 
regarding every ingredient as an object in the twisted case. A direct calculation 
shows that 
(3.5.4) hn,,,+(q) -b,,,-(q) N 4 
r(2n - r) 
, 
(3.5.5) h;.,.+(q) N (-l)‘(“-‘)h;,,,_(q) - q’(“-‘1. 
Here a(q) N /3(q) means lim,,, a(q)/P(q) = 1. 
3.56. Remark. The leading term of h,,, (resp. hydcomes from the top coho- 
mology of RL’,( V,,,, L,,,[- dim Vn,r]) = Rr,( V,,,, Q) (resp. the top cohomol- 
ogy of the stalk (Lx,. _ r)~). (Recall that L,? r is pure [l, 5.4.31.) Hence (3.5.4) and 
(3.5.5) can be also proved geometrically. 
3.6. End of the proof of (1.5). Put E := Hom(Li,._,, F(L,,,)). By (3.3.4). we get 
a canonical isomorphism 
(3.6.1) F(L,<,) = L:\._, @ E 
compatible with the Frobenius action, and we have 
(3.6.2) diml E = 1 
(Schur’s lemma). Let a4 be the Frobenius eigenvalue of E. Then (3.6.1) yields 
(3.63) F(X,.,) = X”,,,-l . ayq. 
(Note that f caused by the shift cancel out.) By (3.5.1) (3.5.3) and (3.6.3) 
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(3.64 ~,N~,“,,,(qN) = h,,(qN) 
whenever N is an odd natural number. (In order to preserve the distinction of 
the untwisted and twisted cases, N is assumed to be odd.) Considering the 
Vandermonde determinant, we can see that the functions (22 + 1) II (Z,O) 3 
N I+ 7N for various y E C’/{&l} are linearly independent over C. In particu- 
lar, (3.6.4) implies oq = Cq’ with some < = fl and i E Z. By (3.5.4), (3.5.5) and 
(3.6.4), we can see that < = E’(“-‘) with E as in (1.5), and i = nr. Thus we have 
completed the proof of (1.5.4). q 
4. AN ALTERNATIVE PROOF OF (1.6.2) 
4.1. Generality. Let G be a linear algebraic group acting on a smooth variety V. 
We assume that everything is defined over a fixed field k, and we identify them 
with the set of k-rational points, where k is a fixed algebraic closure of k. Let 0 
be a G-orbit containing a k-rational point wo E V(k). Here we understand 0 as 
a reduced subscheme of V. Let Go be the isotropy group at ~0. 
4.1.1. Assumption. The natural morphism G/Go -+ 0 is an isomorphism. (See 
[2, II, 6.71 for the equivalent conditions.) 
4.1.2. Assumption. There is a Zariski open subset (vg E) U c 0 and a Zariski- 
local cross section (T : U -+ G for x : G + 0 (g H gvs) defined over k. 
4.1.3. Remark. In the subsequent argument, we shall assume the above two 
conditions. However the second one is assumed only for the sake of simplicity. 
In fact, if we assume (4.1.1) then an &tale-local cross section (instead of 
Zariski-local one) always exists because G + 0 is smooth [2, II, 6.71, and we 
can replace the Zariski-local cross section 0 in (4.1.2) by an &tale-local one, 
modifying the subsequent argument in an obvious way. 
4.1.4. Transversal slice. We may and do assume that the local section (T in 
(4.1.2) satisfies a(vo) = e, replacing a(x) by ‘TV-‘. Take a subvariety Vs 
of V defined over k which contains wo and is smooth at wg, and such that 
T,, 0 @ 7”0 VO = T,, V. Then the morphism 
<:ux vo-+ v, (U,x)Ha(u)x 
is &tale at 210 x ~0. 
4.1.5. An identification. Let f E k[ V] b e a relative G-invariant whose character 
is 4 and which vanishes at vs. Put fo =f 1 v,. By the morphism < in (4.1.4), 
210, v, and f 
can be identified ttale locally with 
210 x ‘uo, u x VI-J and (4 O a) @fo. 
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Frobenius trace of direct image. Let j : Vy := V\f-‘(0) + V and jo : VO,J := 
VO\~~-~(O) + VO be the inclusion mappings. Using (4.1.5), we reduce the cal- 
culation of Rj, to that of Rjo, under some assumptions. From now on we as- 
sume k to be a finite field [F,. Assume that K E D:( V, [F~, Qr ) satisfies 
(4.1.6) p*K = #*L,[xi K in D,b((G x Vf)Eq,8) 
where p : G x Vf + Vf is given by p(g, V) = gv, and where L, is the Kummer 
torsor associated to x E Hom(lFt,Gx). Then by (4.1.5), in an ttale neigh- 
bourhood of WO, 
(4.1.7) 
1 
K E Df'( V’,,) is identified with (4 o o)*L, [XI (K )yo,,) E 
Q(U x Vo,,,,), including the Frobenius action. 
For a further reduction, we assume the following. 
4.1.8. Assumption. There exists a closed immersion L : VO + W = AN with 
some N such that L(‘u~) = 0, and such that L( Vo,f) is preserved by some G,- 
action of the form t(xt, . . . ,XN) = (talxlr . . . , taNx~) (ui E Z,O). Let v : G, x 
Vo,f + Vo,f be the morphism defining this C&-action. Assume that K 1 v,, is 
x’-homogeneous, i.e., that we have 
~*(K(v~.,) -&/~(K[v,,) in@(G x Vo.f,r) 
with some Kummer torsor L,I, forgetting the Frobenius action. 
Using this assumption we have 
I 
VW%,, = R(U x~o)+(W~)*L,, q K~~o.,)~,,,x~~,, 
(4.1.9) = (Wo*(K 1 ~o,~Nt,,, E RWwK 1 vo.,) 
= the Poincart dual of RT,( Vo,f, D(K ) v~,,)), 
including the Frobenius action, where D( ) = R m( , Q[2no](no)) with no = 
dim VO. 
(For the sake of the convenience of the readers, we include a proof of the equality marked with an 
asterisk: Let L E O,b(Wx&) be the direct image of K Ipo,,, where W” := W\(O). Then L is 
X’-homogeneous. Let 6, act on W’ = AN as t( ~1,. , .VN) = (tyl, , ty~). Define T : W’+ W by 
“(~~,...,~~)=(yp’,...,y~).Putg:=Gal(W’/W).Letjw:W”~Wandjw,:W”~W’be 
the inclusion mappings. Then we have 
LHS of (*) = (Rjw.L), = (Rjw,(a*a*L)‘)O = (z.RjuC,r*L)z = (Rj~,n*L)z 
= R~(H"y,dL)G by 14, (6.6~1 
=Rr(WX,~,~*L)“=Rr(W~,(n,~“r)E4L)=Rr(WY.L)=RHSof (*). q ) 
The Frobenius trace of the last member of (4.1.9) can be calculated using [4, 
(6.4.4)]. Let us record this observation as the following two lemmas; the first 
one is a special case of the second one. (As is noted in (4.1.3), we do not need to 
assume (4.1.2) in the following lemmas.) 
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4.1.10. Lemma. Assume (4.1.1) and (4.1.8). Assume also that there exist A4 E 
Z, 0 and apolynomial cp(t) E Z[t] such that 
#(VO,f)(Q+I) = cp(qMi+l) 
for all i E 250 Then _ 
trace(Frob,, (Rj,@),O) = qdim ““‘p(q-l). 
4.1.11. Lemma. Assume (4.1 .l) and (4.1.8). Assume also that there exist M, N E 
z>o, {ci}l <i<N E ZN, and {Qi}l< j<N E (aX)N such that _- 
trace(Frobr+‘, Rr,( VO,J, D(K 1 yo,/))) = i$l c~cY,~~+~ 
for all k E Zzo. Then 
trace(Frob,, (Rj,K),O) = qdim “O i$I c~cx:‘. 
4.2. An alternative proof of (1.6.2). Now (1.6.2) is an immediate consequence of 
(4.1.10). In order to reduce our load, we assume char [F, >> 0. Let 
f(x) := detx (x E M,(G)), 
~0 = en,, := diag(!,...,!,?, .._. ,?), and 
s n-s 
VO := diag(u,A4n_J(G)). 
We identify Vo with M,_,(G). Then&(x) = detx (x E M,_,(q)), and hence 
i 
#(I%\fo-YO))(U 
(4.2.1) 
( 
#GL,-&) (untwisted case), 
= #(GL,_,(IF,2)/U,_,([F,)) (twisted case), 
where U,_s(lF4) is the unitary group, i.e., the group of IF,-rational points of 
G&_,(c) with the twisted If,-structure. Since (4.2.1) remains valid when q is 
replaced by q2’+ ’ (i E Z>O), we can apply (4.1.10) to the present situation, and 
we get 
trace(Frob,, (Rj,Ql),o) 
(4.2.2) 
1 { 
(1 -q)(l -q2)...(1 -q”-“) (untwisted case), = 
(Recall that 
(1 + (-q))(l + (-q)2)...(1 + (-q)n-S) (twisted case). 
#GL,([F4) = q’i’(q - l)(q2 - 1) . . . (qn - l), and 
#Un([F4) = q’;‘(q - (-1))(q2 - (-1)2). ‘. (qn - (-l)“).) 
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Applying [4, (5.2.3.2)] to the present situation, we get 
(4.2.3) F(cpn ,,)(I?) = q, . (-l)“q’;) t race(Frob,, (Rjy@),,,). 
See (1.3.2) for 7,. The desired result follows from (4.2.2) and (4.2.3). (Note that 
we can neglect “. See Convention (2).) 0 
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